Thought leadership
Lead communities
How to communicate your ideas

Eight dramatized solutions, designed by experts, to everyday human relations problems in business

- NOW HEAR THIS
- YOU CAN MAKE THE BOSS LISTEN
- HOW TO SAY NO WHEN YOU HAVE TO
- HOW TO SAY A FEW WORDS
- WRITING SKILLS CUT MANAGEMENT WASTE
- TRIM YOUR WRITING CHORES
- GET YOUR IDEAS ACROSS
- MAKE YOURSELF UNDERSTOOD

Serve as a resource for your community
What should you talk about?
Thought Leadership Workflow
Collect material in Google Reader that will interest your network:

- RSS feeds
- Google Alerts
- Google News (make custom pages)
- Reddit, Pinboard, Iltop
The monetary noose tightens around Iran - Some interesting things have happened on the Iran sanctions front since I last wrote on the topic.

Some interesting things have happened on the Iran monetary sanctions front since I last wrote on the topic.

In my first post I explained how the sanctions worked. In my second post, I speculated about the so-called gold-for-gas trade, one of the routes Iran had been using to get around the sanctions. To recap, here's how the trade works: Turkish companies buy Iranian natural gas with Turkish lira deposits at Halkbank, a large government-owned bank based in Ankara. Iran converts these deposits into gold and re-imports the metal back into Iran (primarily via Dubai) in order to use it to purchase goods elsewhere or to fortify its FX reserves. There was nothing about the gold-for-gas route that contravened the letter of US sanctions.

Now there is a new rule that will put the gold-for-gas trade.

Measures included in the 2013 National Defense Authorization Act signed by President Obama on January 3, namely Title XII, Subtitle D, known as the Iran Freedom and Counter-Proliferation Act (IFCPA), require the President to impose sanctions against any financial institution that enables Iranian entities to purchase precious metals. These rules will come into effect on July 1, 2013.

This means that the so-called gold-for-gas trade has only a few months left to run. As of July 1, if Iran wishes to make purchases through its account, Halk Bank will have to ensure that whatever it buys does not include gold, silver, or platinum (no, there is no platinum coin loop hole).

But there are even bigger changes afoot. As of February 8, 2013, measures enacted in last August’s Iran Threat Reduction and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012 (TRA) control all buyers of Iranian crude to a purely bilateral trade relationship. In essence, buyers can only transact with Iran using financial institutions located in the buying country. Furthermore, TRA requires that any revenues that Iran earns from oil sales remain “locked” in accounts within the buying country. If these requirements are ignored, President Obama is required to impose sanctions on transacting banks. Since these sanctions involve cutting off U.S. bank’s access to the US payments system, few banks are likely to risk ignoring them.

TRA will have major repercussions for the way Iran does business with its clients, in particular India. For the last two years, Iran and India have been transacting this way: 45% of Iran-India oil trading has been conducted
WIRED RSS FEEDS

Smart news for smart people

Don’t miss another great Wired.com headline: Get articles delivered in real time using RSS. Pick a reader and subscribe to your favorite feeds below. Headlines will update automatically as soon as they are published on Wired.com.

Click on a feed to add it to your site or favorite RSS Reader

- Wired Top Stories
  Your essential daily guide to what’s next, delivering the most original and complete take you’ll find anywhere on the impact of innovation in technology, science, business and culture.

- Product Reviews
  Daily reviews of the latest consumer electronics, gadgets, cars, gaming gear and more.

- Wired.com Video
  Watch interviews with industry insiders, wonders of science, the latest fan-boy fodder from game trailers to behind the scenes of the latest sci-fi thrillers.

- How-To Wiki
  Collaborate with Wired editors, and add to our library of projects, hacks, tricks and tips.

All Blogs

- Autopia
  Explore the world of transportation 2.0, alternative fuels and the future of travel.

- Business
  The people and companies that matter in the business of technology

- Danger Room
  Reporting from the edge of the military, law enforcement and national security.
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HGST's Nanotechnology Printing Breakthrough Is Great News For Data Center

If you're at all familiar with mobile processors, you've likely heard a lot about 32nm vs. 28nm construction when comparing the current generation of chips from companies like Qualcomm and others.

Scientists tout nanotechnology to preserve cultural treasures

Nanoworx LLC - Feb 27, 2013

[ Nanowork News ] Experts from nine countries have come together to promote the use of nanotechnology to preserve works of art and other cultural treasures at the Nanoforum conference: "Nanotechnology for the cleaning of Cultural Heritage", Mexico's ...

Nanotechnology's Revolutionary Next Phase

Forbes - Written by Bruce Damyan

At least that's the view of Eric Drexler, considered by most to be the father of nanotechnology. An American engineer, technologist and author with three degrees from M.I.

Ground broken for nanotechnology research centre

The News International - Feb 28, 2013

Prof Atta stated that the generous support of Aziz Latif Jamal, which is Rs 50 million, for the setup of Latif Ebrahim Jamal (LEJ) Research Institute of Nanotechnology in International Center for Chemical and Biological Sciences (ICCBS), Karachi ...

Arts girls learn nanotechnology, oil changes and more at debut of Southeast ...

Wynona Dely N - Written by Nathan Hansen

“We want to show them they can have these kind of experiences.” There were five sessions for the girls on Friday, including auto maintenance and nanotechnology. By lunchtime, the students had been exposed to four of the five and had liked each one.

Liquidia mulls spinning off two nanotechnology companies

WHAL Tech Wire - Feb 28, 2013

Raleigh, N.C. - Nanotechnology company Liquidia is considering spinning its research off into one, perhaps even two companies to pursue different targets utilizing its proprietary nanoparticle technology.

Union warns on nanotechnology

Suffolk - Feb 25, 2013

Union leader Paul Howes has likened nanotechnology to asbestos and called for more research to ease fears the growing use of fine particles could endanger manufacture workers.
[offer] Intro to nanotechnology

Nanotechnology, shut up and take my money!!!

Technical Degree in Nanotechnology... Job Ideas

Breakthrough nanoparticle halts multiple sclerosis: New nanotechnology can be used for Type 1 diabetes, food allergies and asthma

"We can now 'print,' molecule by molecule, exactly the compound that we want... What differentiates our nanotechnology from others is our ability to rapidly, and precisely, specify the placement of every atom in a compound that we design."

A Mexican terrorist organization sent an explosive device to a professor due to his research in nanotechnology. The group claims to be against the "nanotechnology revolution" in fear of a nanomachine take over that will mean the end of civilization

TIL that there’s a terrorist group that attacks nanotechnology researchers to stop the creation of "nanocyborgs that can self-replicate automatically without the help of a human."

How a mythical sword from the 17th century may be replicated, thanks to nanotechnology

Why are Mexican eco-anarchists bombing nanotechnology researchers?
Automate
How often should you post? And what times of day are best?
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Automate content sharing with Buffer
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